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Abstract. Athlete satisfaction is a problem that needs to be considered in Indonesia. This research aims to determine the effect of work-life balance and achievement motivation on athlete satisfaction in Indonesia. This research uses a quantitative research approach with t-test and F-test. In this study using a multiple regression analysis method with a total sample of 281 athlete in Indonesia. The analytical tool used in this study is SPSS. The result of this study show that partially (1) work-life balance has a positive effect on athlete satisfaction, (2) achievement motivation also has a positive effect on athlete satisfaction, (3) work-life balance dan achievement motivation simultaneously have a positive effect on athlete satisfaction in Indonesia. Work-life balance has the greatest effect than achievement motivation to athlete satisfaction in Indonesia.
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1 Introduction

Indonesian athletes have been proved successfully competed with foreign athletes as they bring up Indonesia in worldwide. Indonesia doesn’t only have skilled athletes, but also gifted with many amount of athletes. In 2018, Asian Games was held in Indonesia and became center of attention. Based on the amount of athletes who participated in Asian Games 2018, Indonesia participated by 935 athletes, while China with 859 athletes, Thailand with 812 athletes, South Korea with 775 athletes, and Japan with 761 athletes. In Asian Games 2018, Indonesia was in the fourth rank with 98 medals, meanwhile in Asian Games 2014, Indonesia was ranked 18th with 20 medals in total. With the achievement’s improvement, Indonesian athletes have the accomplishment and potential to compete. [1] but those potential and opportunity is not equal with satisfaction improvement of the athletes.

Indonesian athletes got problem related by satisfaction matters [2]. (work satisfaction is a positive attitude for labors towards their jobs. Research towards job satisfaction especially for athletes is really rare. Job satisfaction as athletes is really important for Indonesian government. If the company can’t reach athlete’s satisfaction, there will be threat to create athlete’s desire to stand up for another country. If this thing happens, it won’t just harm Indonesia’s government, but also the athletes won’t finish the training that has been arranged by the organization. The chance of hijack and transfer athletes has shown business transaction in sport. The athletes already have value which is precious for theirselves, so that the seizing between organizations will happen. This things are the one that makes Indonesian athlete’s satisfaction very important).
Athlete’s satisfaction is suspected to be caused by achievement motivation [3]. Declared that the significant influence is happening toward work attitudes which consist of work satisfaction. Individuals who have motivation achievement will have good performance because of work satisfaction. Achievement motivation leading to increased job satisfaction [4]. Achievement motivation is part of motivation [5] Declared that if someone admire something, then he will be motivated to take action to achieve the wish list. If that hope is accomplished, then so does the satisfaction. Work life balance can give equal relation between private life and work and that matters will improve satisfaction in one self. With the accomplishment of satisfaction about their work and family, so that someone will enjoy the benefits of work life balance program that is served.

Work life balance also can give influences toward satisfaction improvement [6]. Work life balance refers to equality of responsibilities in work field, home and another life aspect. For Indonesian athletes, the schedule or rules that is applied can bear non-equality life work which is not really good for athletes instance rules which are applied for Indonesian athletes is giving boundaries for communication devices utilization. The importance of athlete’s work life balance is noteworthy, if there is too much time section which is used to practice with job, so that will affect uncomfortable feelings.

Research which connected with athlete’s satisfaction is still very low [7]. Even though athlete’s satisfaction has a very big positive impact toward organizational outcomes like increasing commitment, lower intention to quit, increased job performance and increase organizational citizenship behavior.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Athlete Satisfaction

[8] Satisfaction refers to some improvement to complete necessity, will and desires. [9] Work satisfaction is emotional condition that please which created by job mark or someone’s job experience. That definition will emphasize the feeling and the employee’s mindset about the job, so that the work satisfaction can be very subjective depends on every individual in the organizations [10]. Work satisfaction is defined with positive feeling about job which created from its characteristics. A job isn’t just about finishing the given task, but it also need interaction with colleague and superior, follow the rules, and policy of the organisation, accomplish the standard performance, live with different work performance, and stuffs. Work satisfaction refer to general attitude of people toward their job [5]. Someone with high work satisfaction handle positive attitude toward job meanwhile someone who is not satisfied with their job will have negative attitude toward their job. From expert’s definition, it can be concluded that work satisfaction is a situation and positive respond of individual which please their job, hopes and achievements in current time as regarding their job with indicator. (1) Pleasant condition for work, (2) Employee’s emotional respond towards the achievement, (3) Employee’s emotional respond towards their hopes, (4) Employee’s pleasant feeling toward their job for certain time.

2.2 Work-Life Balance

Work life balance is a relation between job which is paid and citizen’s life out of their job, where the balance feeling which is achieved in this relation is really depending on someone’s needs, hopes and aspiration. [6] bring up the definition about work life balance is where job means paid work and life is everything beside the formal job, but usually used as directing
family domain. [12] Work life balance is about individual who have control of when, where and how they work. Balance can be reached when an individual who has right to get a better life can be achieved in inside and outside his job, receive appropriate compensation and honored as norm to give benefit to each of that individual, his organization and his citizens. It can be concluded that work life balance is the situation where someone can effectively arrange professionalism with life compared achievement in certain times with the indicator: (1) individual capability in keeping relation between works and needs, (2) Relation between professionalism and individualism and, (3) The capability of arranging time effectively.

2.3 Achievement Motivation

Achievement is something that has been achieved and show the efforts in it [13],[14] achievement motivation is a combination between to personalities, which is tendency of success method and tendency to avoid failure. Beside that, [15] bring up that achievement motivation is a psychology personality concept and continue when someone will enjoy challenging task. Achievement motivation is the idea of intrinsic motivation. Can be concluded that achievement motivation is a motive that makes individual desire to work hard to achieve the goal that is challenging with skills and capability by indicator: (1) Individual desire to win (2) individual desire to be brave to take risk (3) Individual desire to work hard to reach the goal and, (4) Individual desire to have will to avoid failure

3 Research Methodology

3.1 Data
The data in this research is based on primer data using questionnaire. Questionnaire is shared to Indonesian athletes which is registered as athletes in Asian Games 2018.

3.2 Population And Sampling
Population in this research is entire Indonesian athletes which is 935 athletes. The amount of sample that is used in this research is 281 athletes with Slovin formula which error amount 5%.

3.3 Analytical Technique
This research is a quantitative research which use double regression analytical. Work-life balance dan achievement motivation is an independent variable mean-while profession satisfaction is dependent variable. Data will be proceed with SPSS device by testing hypothesis with t-test and f-test.

4 Result and Discussion

4.1 Hipotesis Testing

Table 1 Coefficients
Based on table 1, we can see partially (t-test), work-life balance affect significantly towards Athlete Satisfaction with p-value 0.000 which means < 0.05. Achievement Motivation also affect significantly towards p-value .000 which means < 0.05. Work-Life Balance has a bigger positive impact towards athlete’s satisfaction in the amount of 0.744 whereas achievement motivation has positive impact in the amount of 0.149.

Table 2. Anova

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63.859</td>
<td>347.557</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>178.910</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Athlete Satisfaction  
b. Predictors: (Constant), Achievement Motivation, Work-Life Balance

Table 2. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.645a</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td>.712</td>
<td>.42878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Achievement Motivation, Work-Life Balance  
b. Dependent Variable: Athlete Satisfaction

Based on table 2 and table 3, can be seen that simultaneously (F test), work life balance and achievement motivation significantly affect athlete’s satisfaction with p-value 0.000 which means < 0.05. The affect of work life balance and achievement motivation simultaneously in the amount of 0.714.

4.2 Discussion

This research has shown that work life balance affect positively and significantly towards athlete satisfaction. Work life balance also has big impact compared to achievement motivation toward athlete satisfaction. As an athlete, this research is also parallel to the research which is done by [16]. Indonesian athletes have had mature training schedule, so that the athletes will be harder to have a good relation with family and friends. Sport organization especially the ministry of
the youngster and sport needs to consider the provision of time for the athletes in order that the athletes can spend more time with family and friends. With that concern, as expected the athletes will have positive attitude and performance or glorious achievement. Achievement motivation is also affect positively and significantly towards athlete satisfaction. This result is also parallel to the research of [17]. Achievement motivation is needed for the athlete. The athlete must feel happy, boast and comfortable so that they can have satisfaction towards his profession. With achievement motivation, the athletes is expected not only to have good attitude, but also have the positive mind and willing to achieve.

5 Conclusion

Work-life balance have affected positively and significantly toward athlete satisfaction. Achievement motivation has affected positively and significantly toward athlete satisfaction. Work life balance and achievement motivation have affected simultaneously toward athlete satisfaction.
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